Case study: Lawson Robb
The Lawson Robb Experience – 5-star luxury design projects, delivered with the
help of Powerproject Enterprise

Summary

Lawson Robb has designed and
delivered some of the highest calibre
interior architectural designs in the
world. Delivering the Lawson Robb
Experience depends not just upon its
amazing home, hotel and yacht designs
but upon meticulous delivery. Failure to
serve its high-end clients to the highest
standard is simply unthinkable.
Interior designers aren’t always
renowned for their precision planning
and sense of urgency and, when many
projects are run at the same time, that
can sometimes mean missed deadlines.
That’s not acceptable at Lawson Robb,
and it was in this regard that partner
Husam Mostafa decided to implement
Powerproject Enterprise.

The intention was not just to assure
delivery on time, on budget, every
time, but to make sure that the
company was managing its team of 16
designers profitably, neither wasting nor
overcommitting capacity, and delivering
exemplary customer service at the same
time. It would create a central project
repository, which would enable the
partners to see across all projects, as
well as give every member of the team
access to timesheets that would help
them account for design time.

“

Our capacity is
better managed now that
we can plan it using
Powerproject Enterprise.

“

High quality residential,
hospitality and yacht designs are
always commissioned by clients
with high expectations. For global
interior architecture and design
specialists, Lawson Robb, that
means not only haute couture
design, but absolute precision
in planning and meticulous
delivery, to complete the five-star
experience its customers
demand. It adopted Powerproject
Enterprise to enable planning
across multiple projects, manage
capacity, cost jobs, and enable
collaboration and communication
with clients, other delivery
partners, and suppliers.

Husam explained why he decided to
introduce the software initially: “I came
across Powerproject while working at
another company – I started learning it
and fell in love with the software. You
can plan any project, big or small, from
A to Z, predicting what can happen
in future, and linking all different
disciplines.” This made complete sense
in a business which must coordinate not
only with building designers, developers
and construction contractors, but
also with large numbers of fit-out and
interior suppliers.

Costing out profitable projects
Husam worked with Elecosoft to
implement Powerproject Enterprise in a
way that would meet its needs to
manage the capacity of its team across
multiple projects. He explained: “At any
point we might have 10 live projects
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As projects are implemented, all the
design team track their time using
timesheets. “Once the team completes
their timesheets we do a dropline to
look at the programme and can see if
we are running behind, or if the client is
causing delay, and discuss it internally.
It helps us be more structured, use less
time and address the common problem
of client variations.”

Great client communication
end to end
The software is used directly to help
support client relationships from
the start, and even to help them
demonstrate their value at tender stage.
Lawson Robb now uses the software as
one of its proof-points to demonstrate
that its planning is a cut above the
competition. Husam said: “One of our
USPs is that we explain clearly to clients
how we are structured, how we price
our jobs through the software, how
we manage the process of the design,
and how our team knows the time that
needs to be spent on project - right
down to the minute.”

He went on to explain how this benefits
the business: “Using the software we
can now price our jobs more carefully,
know how many hours it will take, and

the manpower we will need. It means
that the way we price is now much more
accurate than before.”
He continued: “Powerproject Enterprise
has become our job costing system –
we first allocate resources according to
designer charge-out rates, then we have
other ways to price the job. We make
sure it’s priced right by applying the
correct percentage cost, or price, per
square foot. Normally within very close
margin. We can then also monitor how
much is spent to date when we do the
drop line, so the business is always on
budget.”

“

You can plan
any project, big or
small, from A to Z,
predicting what can
happen in future, and
linking all different
disciplines.
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“

and they are all linked. We have them
all overlapping because some designers
work on multiple jobs. With a team of
16, including two partners and a range
of senior and junior design associates,
its essential to see how their time is
spent, and see why a designer is using
40 hours this week or not, and see
capacity. Our capacity is better
managed now that we can plan it using
Powerproject Enterprise.”

During projects, Powerproject Enterprise
also helps Lawson Robb
to adapt more easily around client
variations. Husam said: “The software
tells you what needs to be done. It’s
unique. It helps us in meticulous
delivery because if we know exactly
when we are delivering every single
stage of the project, what’s happening
during the coordination of that stage,
when we are meeting precisely with
other vendors or different suppliers,
when we are having client meetings, we
can react to changes. If a client suddenly
changes a date, we know the exact
impact with the push of a button. That
way we can quickly decide to put more
resources somewhere, to bring things
back on track.”
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This enables the company to see where
it can accommodate client changes,
without applying additional fees unless
actually necessary: “If a client changes
a detail it’s easy to identify where hours
are or are not spent, take unused hours
and allocate them elsewhere - so we can
do what’s needed, but the client doesn’t
pay for extra time. If you can find hours
that were originally allocated but aren’t
now being used you can maintain the
relationship with the client by saying:
we’ll take these hours from the ones
allocated here - but if, in future, we
need those hours, then the variations
will apply.”

Planning detail down to the
teaspoons
Husam told us the story of one exacting
project which demonstrated the value
Powerproject Enterprise brings:
“We used the software to plan a project
for a 50,000-square foot house in
Dubai. We linked all the milestones
and external consulting elements, then
planned every element of procurement
and delivery of the furniture, right
down to the teaspoons. We started
work, but encountered delays when
the client wanted to make significant
changes, including altering the design
of the main staircase, adding more
rooms, and changing the orientation

“

If a client
suddenly changes
a date, we know the exact
impact with the push of a
button. That way we can
quickly decide to put more
resourcessomewhere,
to bring things
back on track.

of other rooms. These are not changes
you can manage with adjusting a few
hours here and there. We immediately
started applying changes, adding hours
required in one place and balancing
them out in others. We helped the client
see exactly how many additional hours
it would take so, when we submitted the
variation for 43 additional hours, it was
received well.”
He continued: “This capability helped us
in a different way later, when we were
procuring everything and doing shop
drawings for furniture worth around
four million Euros – but found things
had been slightly underestimated.
We needed to spend more time than
allocated, if we were to deliver on
time, and this would eat into the profit
margin. We decided it was inevitable, or
we would be fire-fighting every day – but
it helped us quantify and understand
the bottom line impact clearly.”

Strong support for
implementation
Husam has received support from
Elecosoft since deciding to implement
the software. The Elecosoft consulting
team worked with him to understand
how the capacity management would
need to work, and where timesheets
would play an important role in helping
the business to plan. He told us: “From
a total of 40 hours per week that each
person has, they have a target capacity
of 85%. When people are assigned to
a job they fill in a timesheet and the
report works project hours out. We can
then take the figures into accounting
system and that can tell us the
percentage capacity. That means we can
understand the capacity revenue, see
when there is spare capacity or if they
are working above the target level. It is
helping me make decisions about when
to hire.”

Overall, it has been a very positive
experience. “We received all the
documentation and help from Elecosoft
to get established. The consultant
who came and installed the software
was really helpful. This is new to the
interiors business, and I’ve not come
across a competitor using this kind of
planning tool. They are helping us and
I hope we are helping Elecosoft too, to
learn how to work with interior design
customers.”
Support and fine-tuning of the
application is ongoing, and he
concluded: “Elecosoft did their best to
help us match our existing reporting
and configure the software to our
needs. Whenever I call customer service
we simply have our reference number
and an assigned person, and they
help us immediately. They can access
our server and resolve any problem. I
have no complaints about their quick
response.”

About Elecosoft
Elecosoft is a leading
international provider
of software and related
services to the architectural,
engineering, construction and
retail industries.
Our core product,
Powerproject, provides
solutions for managing any
size and any type of project
and is widely recognised as
one of the world’s leading
project management software
solutions for construction.
More information about
Elecosoft and its products
can be found at
elecosoft.com.
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